Kohl wins first S/ST event: Moore and Ladeburg
among winners at National Open
July 16th Earlville Iowa
Matt Kohl took his 56 Chevy to the winner’s circle at the expense of Mark Werner. Kohl had the
tree and the stripe in that high MPH 56 Chevy. Jay Holmes was the lone semi-finalist. Paul
Kleusner bested Mat Micholski in the Trophy class final. Austin Black was the lone semi-finalist.
Tucker Ladeburg won the Toys Done Right Junior Dragster class final over Arley Ballard. Maddie
Notch and Evan Begyn were semi-finalists. Aiva Moore bested Allie Ulbrich in the Novak
Electric Junior Consi. Briece Begyn and Payten Martinson were semi-finalists. The Novak’s King
of the Track run-off was rained-out. We will reschedule the run-off before the end of the
season. Other eliminators were contested at the National Open but time caused us to call it off
for the night. Weldon Tire S/P class was at 5 cars, Jim Hesseling, Dave Ringelstetter, Ray
Thompson, Mike Campbell and Steve Geiger split the purse. Delhi Lumber Pro class had the
same problem and split the purse at 5 cars. Jeff Freeman, Mike Cole, Brad Maxwell, Doug
Heinrichs and Brendon Bungert were the racers still in. Sportsman class was split at 3 cars. Mike
Freeman, Jason Azbill Jr. and Tim Kania were involved in the splitting of the purse.
Midwest/Heartland S/SS Combo was split at 3 cars with Alan Kastle, Jared Hutar and Lyn
Johnson in the money. S/G class was split at the final. Dale Evans and Tony Malloy were the last
men standing. In the MWSCA class final it was a split between Jeremy Demers and Gary Jenkins.
July 17th
We had rain over night and that delayed the start of Sundays event. Without time trials cars
were called to the lanes and we started eliminations. After 2 rounds in most classes rain began
to fall and with the forcast of further storms coming the event was cancelled. Purses were split
and sent out. Nobody likes a rain delayed event but with the help of the racers we completed
what we could. Thanks to all that attended.

